GENETIC PRESERVATION AND CLONING
Cloning a new companion is safe and simple.

1. Biopsy for cell culture
2. Transfer of cell into egg
3. Fusion of cell with egg
4. Transfer cloned embryo into surrogate mother
5. Normal pregnancy and birth

Surrogate Mother

Act today to ensure a loving tomorrow.

Express Tissue Banking (ETB) ............$500
(Cryopreservation of small biopsy samples.)

Genetic Preservation (GP) ...............$1,600
(Cryopreservation of your pet’s genes to be available for future use in cloning.)

Dog Cloning .................................$50,000
Cat Cloning .................................$35,000
Horse Cloning ...............................$85,000
(50% deposit required. Reservations recommended.)
All prices subject to change without notice.
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